EXIT LOCUS

The clock is ticking, and you have to solve a challenging puzzle to regain your freedom: that’s the idea behind this life-sized escape game, with four different universes to guarantee 100% fun.

OPENING HOURS

- Tuesday 12:00 - 22:00
- Wednesday 10:00 - 22:00
- Thursday - Sunday 08:00 - 22:00

GOOD TO KNOW

- Access by public transport: bus n° 301, 302, 303, 311 or 312 (stop Théâtre/Espacité)
- Only upon reservation
- Various scenarios and rooms available
- Number of person: from 1 to 8 players per room
- Minimum age: 16 years old
- Rates depending on scenario and hours

CONTACT

Exit Locus
Rue du Parc 11
2300 La Chaux-de-Fonds

+ 41 32 913 10 41
info@exitlocus.ch
exitlocus.ch

www.j3l.ch